
EDGE TO EDGE QUILTING BY INSTRUCTOR JAN SMITH

SUPPLY LIST FOR JAN SMITH-EDGE-TO-EDGE QUILTING ON YOUR EMBROIDERY 
MACHINE

This is a really fun way to quilt all of your smaller projects, table runners, wall hangings 
and small baby quilts.  

Please read carefully so you have everything you need to complete a project.

First you need something to quilt such as a tablerunner, placemats, small wall hangings or a 
small baby quilt.   If you do a baby quilt pick something small.  You need the top, batting and the 
backing for your project and your batting and backing need to be at least 4” larger on all sides 
than your quilt top.  A thinner batting works best for quilting in the hoop, not a comfort or thick 
batting.  I can show you how to add a scrap of fabric to your backing if it isn’t big enough to 
allow 4” on all sides which will be removed after you quilt.
Please have your machine in good working order and the bobbin area cleaned.
You will need to purchase the Edge-to-Edge book which includes 10 different quilting 
designs or one of the design packs that has 10 quilting patterns!

You need some heavyweight, cutaway stabilizer or a piece of muslin that has interfacing ironed 
on one side because the first step is to stitch out templates and you need 2 templates for each 
quilting design, File A and File B.  So you need enough stabilizers or interfaced muslin that is 
larger than your embroidery hoop you plan to use.

You will want to use the largest hoop you have for your machine.

Things to bring
Sewing Machine
Sewing Machine manual especially if you aren’t comfortable doing embroidery with your 
machine.  
Power Cord
Machine Embroidery needles
Bobbins that you’ve pre-wound at home or purchased pre-wounds
Embroidery foot (essential)
Embroidery Unit
Embroidery hoop, largest size you have.  
Flash or Thumb drive to transfer the quilting designs onto your machine.   I will have a laptop to 
transfer your designs onto a flash drive.
Thread you want for the top of your quilt and thread for the back of your project.  I suggest a 
lightweight thread for your first project.
Double sided tape, such as Wonder tape.  
Pins
Screwdriver 
Small and large scissors
Seam Ripper
Tweezers


